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CHAPTER 2

Co-create as a living system

Have you ever feel the liveliness in your life?

When it happened and how you feel?

What is the recent moment that you deeply connect with others?

How it happened and how you feel?

Do those moments help you to create a new form of life that you might not know before?

………………….
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These are a kind of questions

that we would like to invite you

to recall those experiences within your life,

before we elaborately talk about co-creation process.

It is all about the energy or a feeling 

that flow to your body,

mind,

and spirit.

It can fulfill you,

and at the same time, fulfills others.

This is a magic moment in the circle of teamwork,

community, neighborhood or any forms of organizations

we are part of, including city we living in.

In the new modern science

that perceive the universe as an interconnected of big living system.

These are
the key of three principles of living things,
a co-creation process,

that hold things together as living system

that we learn from nature as archetype.

A creation of universe,

community,

family,

company,

organization,

or a group of people of whom sharing the same vision and mission,

or the beautiful creation of rock and river,

are also based on the same principles.     

Once we realize that co-creation is not an end product,

we will find the flow in an unfinished process to create

the living’s condition as a life support system.

These are the key principles we would like to invite you

to contemplate. It is the faith behind the path to create lively

community, where the seed of living can be emerged and be nurtured. 

This is a new story of future community that bring more life and joy, 

more beauty, more freedom that we can feel

and we all a part of co-creation.  
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In nature,
every life needs to connect with other life
to form system of relationships where all individuals are better 
supported by the system that have created.

Through this principle,
web of complex relationship was formed
to create greater stability.
Organism shape themselves in response to their neighbors
and their specific environments.

All respond to one another,
coevolving and cocreating the complex system of organization. 
But in our human society,
most of the time we create a system, organization, and culture 
that opposite the natural way of living.
We may have experiences that we feel lonely,
unheard, confuse, lose and groundlessness.
We are looking for a lively community
and organization that we value and valuing us.     

What does it means to you ?

.
How it shapes your way of living,

working and connect with others  to create strong

and lively community ?

.

Once we realize that co-creation is not an end product,

we will find the flow in an unfinished process to create

the living’s condition as a life support system.

These are the key principles we would like to invite you

to contemplate. It is the faith behind the path to create lively

community, where the seed of living can be emerged and be nurtured. 

This is a new story of future community that bring more life and joy, 

more beauty, more freedom that we can feel

and we all a part of co-creation.  
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- Principle 1 -

“ Life create itself and connect with others to

from living system ”



Have you ever participated
a meeting or an event
that you can touch
the field of energy among people
in the room,
the energy of yourself
that connect with others people
without much verbally talk

?
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A moment of synchronicity to create

something together,

having same believe and value.

In that stage you feel comfortable,

feel light without much expectation

from ourselves and other,

feel freedom to create something new

without fear. 

In our human’s society,

human’s organization,

how we together can create such conditions?

A condition that everyone feels the liveliness,

a borderless feeling that unlock our energy

to create and transform an old believe to a newer one.

From an accumulated of old experiences

to be a new and fresh experience,

from pre-conception

to be more grounded with the reality

that having pulse of energy.

A condition that create a sense of freedom

in connecting with others.

Looking at our body,
when head-hand-heart work in correlation,

a living energy started to be activated.

In this stage

body,

mind,

and soul

become oneself beyond an ego-self and more open.

A moment that an individual energy flow

and connect with other energy

to create a vast field of energy

that shift the whole system

into the newer stage of life and living condition.
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Why we obstruct that inner flow of energy, 

a wisdom from gut feeling that guide you finding the flow ?

.

How can we replicate the nature’s wisdom by create the capacity of self-organizing 

in our community’s culture ?

.

 Somehow in human’s organization or community, we always 

forgot about this nature’s wisdom. We are so rigid to be changed, we lose 

capacity to be flexible.
.

 Sometime we feel powerless to make any change or any 

adjustment to support the life of organization, life of community. Many times, 

we have a feeling that we have to wait for the leader to guide, to command, 

or to lead the way to change an important thing in a critical circumstance, 

that somehow, we already knew but we feel reluctant.

“The beauty of natural things is that its form represents its

living energy and its flow. 

The body of animal was perfectly designed

to deserve its flowing energy to fly, to swim, or to run.

The sand dune changes according the wind, 

like beach or brook that change

by the wave and water ripple.

 All living form has to change

following the flow of energy to be exist.”
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- Principle 2 -

“ Capacity of self-organizing ”
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We can learn this from the practice in many local traditions.

The traditional of “the circle”
where people in tribe sit around the fire in the circle,

sharing story that concerning them

most to establish the collective meaning,

establish the responsibility, role, and leadership

that can be rotate according the task or mission.

The circle that welcomes the doubt and unclear circumstance

to people for dialogue and find better solution.

At the same time, it also creates the commitment of individual 

among the group with acknowledgement, encouragement and apprecia-

tion.The interesting part of this tradition,there have a routine of every 

evening or every season that this circle will be organized and welcome 

everyone back in the circle to share the stories then adjusting the role, or 

refining the collective meaning again and again. With this lesson, we can 

see how self-organizing capacity can be nurture within our organization 

or community we belong.

Can I be
a one
who start calling
the circle ?,

the circle
that serving water
to the thirst
whom waiting
for water
without voice
to speak out. 

 As we all feel and directly 

engaging, our community’s structure 

has lost the sense of being in “the 

circle”. We are in the organization that 

the capacity of self-organizing capac-

ity relying on the center where an old 

power was. When the center is 

challenged by the difficulty, like us, 

they also feel fear and hold back to an 

old story, old methods, and lose 

connection with ground reality that 

field energy of new emerging life are 

flowing. So that new creativity of new 

life cannot create itself and connect 

with other life to support the living 

system. How we as a member of com-

munity or organization can hold this 

vulnerability together to surrender 

and let go of old living form to 

welcome new form for living, or a new 

leadership.
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- Principle 3 -

“ Chaos is welcome ”

Have you experience

the moment that these questions arose ?

.
What is next ?

.
How can we move from this difficulty ?

.
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These is a moment that people
   started confusing,
gossiping each other,
          and conflict
among people who holding different opinions

appearing in the community or an organization.

This is a chaos that can be happened

once there are more three human living together.

An unease condition

that we can feel separated deep inside our feeling.

And sometime it can be appeared in our muscle,

face, and eye that cannot be hide to others.        

 Chaos is a signal in the living community that need a calling’s 
circle to welcome everyone back to the circle to relisten, relooking the 
emerging situations, or redefining a collective meaning that used to tied and 
shared in the community. It is a bifurcation stage between getting back to 
the old form of well-planned methods, believes of an old process, or moving 
toward the new and unknown form that can co-create with the flow of 
emergent energy. This is a process of true transformation happening, a 
natural transformation in every life. Like a seed becoming a tree, a single 
tree becoming the forest that holding biodiversity and abundance. 

 We all experienced the hardship time in managing the chaos by 
cover it up with old good things, old stories, or procrastinating it instead of 
uncovering it to see the new possibility that appearing in front of us. We 
spend a lot of energy, resources, money, time to hold back the process of 
new creativity to be emerged by subsiding the chaos with a plan, rule and 
regulation, orders, or seniority, even if an authority.     

 Chaos come to us as testify of our strength, our trust of living in 
communities. It invites us to embrace the new reality, either it named by 
positive or negative’s tag. Like our body after recovering from an illness by 
self-healing process, our immune system be enhanced and improved.

 Chaos is the good news; it is a sign that 
showing new emergence property lie ahead. 
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How you gone through
confusing and difficult moments in your life ?

 How you be with the fear ? 

How you nurture the courage within you ?

What quality within you that support and hold 
your being to be presence ?

How it guides you to new creative ways that you never choose to go in normal mode ?   

Have you ever feel the fear of moving to unknown stage or the edge of security ?

What lessons you learn from “the chaos” after it passed by ?
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